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Collaborating Authors.    39 Clues series  
Four series of adventure novels (39 Clues, Cahills vs. Vespers, Unstoppable, Doublecross) follow the quests of two 
siblings, 14-year-old Amy and 11-year-old Dan Cahill, who discover that their family has been influential in shaping 
history and who travel the world to seek clues to the source of their family’s power. Written by collaborating 
authors including Rick Riordan, Gordon Korman, Peter Lerangis, Jude Watson, Patrick Carman, Linda Sue Park, 
Margaret Peterson Haddix, Roland Smith, David Baldacci, Jeff Hirsch, Natalie Standiford, C. Alexander London, and 
Jenny Goebel. Adventure/fiction.  
 
Collaborating Authors.     Spirit Animals series  
“Separated by vast distances, Conor Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan have each summoned a beast of legend – a spirit 
animal. Now their fate is set. … The four young heroes and their animals must band together on a quest to find 
legendary talismans – before they fall into enemy hands.” Fantasy. (Publisher) Written by collaborating authors 
including Brandon Mull, Maggie Stiefvater, Garth Nix, Sean Williams, Shannon Hale, Tui T. Sutherland, Eliot 
Schrefer, Marie Lu, and Victoria Schwab.   
  
Aguire, Jorge.         Dragons Beware!   
“When a wicked wizard threatens her city, Claudette decides it's once again her job to save the day.” Graphic 
fantasy. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Albee, Sarah.     Bugged: How Insects Changed History  
Chronicles the rivalry between the human and insect worlds and the varying roles that bugs have played in building 
and toppling empires and also relates the “bug stories” behind infamous disasters. Nonfiction.  
 
Aldrin, Buzz and Marianne Dyson. Welcome to Mars: Making a Home on the Red Planet  
"Apollo 11 astronaut Aldrin welcomes young people to his crew for a journey 'to build the first city on Mars,' while 
related passages fill in information about the planet and the challenges of colonizing it." Nonfiction. (Booklist)   
  
Alexander, Lloyd.       The Chronicles of Prydain (series)   
This classic 5-book series, which combines fantasy and Welsh mythology, recounts the coming-of-age journey of 
assistant pig-keeper Taran, who dreams of becoming a hero.   
  
Allen, Crystal; illus. Eda Kaban.  Spirit Week Showdown 
"Nuanced depictions of friendship coupled with larger-than-life and fully three-dimensional characters make this 
delightful book at once thoughtful and a riot to read…thoughtful and a riot to read." Fiction. (Kirkus Reviews) 
 
Angleberger, Tom.      Emperor Pickletine Rides the Bus (Origami Yoda series)  
“Tommy and his fellow seventh-grade Star Wars (and origami) fanatics are ready to go on the field trip they worked 
so hard to get reinstated in Princess Labelmaker to the Rescue (2014), but despite her softened stance, Principal 
Rabbski imposes a rule banning origami on the trip.” Graphic/fiction hybrid.  
  
Angleberger, Tom and Paul Dellinger.    Fuzzy 
“Vanguard Middle School's no place for breaking rules; computerized Vice Principal Barbara sees to that.” Science 
fiction.  (Kirkus Reviews) 
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Angleberger, Tom.     Rocket and Groot: Stranded on Planet Strip Mall!   
”Origami Yoda's creator kicks off a trilogy for young readers starring two-fifths of the Guardians of the Galaxy.” 
Science fiction. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Appelt, Kathi.       The True Blue Scouts of Sugar Man Swamp  
Twelve-year-old Chap Brayburn, ancient Sugar Man, and his raccoon-brothers try to save Bayou Tourterelle from 
feral pigs Clydine and Buzzie, greedy Sunny Boy Beaucoup, and world-class alligator wrestler and would-be land 
developer Jaeger Stitch. Fantasy.  
 
Applegate, Katherine.      Crenshaw   
Crenshaw, a 7-foot-tall outspoken and imaginary cat, comes back into the life of 10-year-old Jackson, whose family 
is having trouble paying the rent and getting enough to eat. Fantasy/Fiction.  
 
Applegate, Katherine.     The One and Only Ivan  
When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out circus-themed mall, meets Ruby, a baby elephant 
that has been added to the mall, he decides that he must find a better life for her. Fiction.  
  
Argueta, Jorge; illus. Alfonso Ruano; trans. Elisa Amado.     Somos como las nubes / We Are Like the Clouds 
“With tenderness and humanity, this bilingual book describes the hopes, fears, and uncertainties of the thousands 
of displaced children that arrive every year at the southern border of the United States.” Poetry. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  
Bauer, Marian Dane.     Runt  
Runt, the smallest wolf cub in the litter, seeks to prove himself to his father (King) and the rest of the pack. Fiction.  
  
Beckhorn, Susan.                           The Wolf's Boy 
“Sometime in prehistory, a crippled boy and his wolf companion face coming-of-age challenges… This bracing, well-
told story, laced with themes of self-responsibility, compassion, and honor, is both vital and nourishing.” Historical 
fiction.  (Kirkus Reviews) 
 
Bell, Cece.     El Deafo  
The author recounts her experiences with hearing loss at a young age, including using a bulky hearing aid, learning 
how to lip read, and determining her "superpower." Graphic memoir.  
 
Berlin, Eric.                      The Puzzling World of Winston Breen (and other books in this series) 
Puzzle-filled mysteries involving a 12-year-old student and his friends. Mystery.  
  
Blakemore, Megan.   The Spy Catchers of Maple Hill  
Hazel Kaplansky and new student Samuel Butler investigate rumors that a Russian spy has infiltrated their small 
Vermont town in 1953, amidst the fervor of Cold War era McCarthyism, but more is revealed than they ever could 
have imagined. Historical mystery.  
 
Blume, Judy.        Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing   
Nine-year-old Peter Hatcher has a terrible problem -- his two-year-old brother, Fudge. Fiction.  
 
Brown, Calef.         Hypnotize a Tiger: Poems About Just About Everything  
"With verse and illustrations running the gamut from creative to kooky and occasionally gross, kids should devour 
this entertaining collection in one sitting.” Poetry. (Kirkus Reviews)  
  
Brown, Gavin.                                 Josh Baxter Levels Up 
"A video game-obsessed middle schooler tackles his third new school in two years. Smartly paced and emotionally 
engaging, a book even those who have never held a controller will enjoy.” Fiction. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  
 



Brown, Peter (author/illustrator) The Wild Robot 
A sophisticated robot—with the capacity to use senses of sight, hearing, and smell—is washed to shore on an 
island, the only robot survivor of a cargo of 500… Thought-provoking and charming.” Science fiction/fantasy. (Kirkus 
Reviews) 
  
Bryan, Ashley.    Freedom Over Me: Eleven Slaves, Their Lives and Dreams Brought to Life 
"Bryan gives voices to the voiceless and presents the dreams of slaves who went to the grave without living them.” 
Poetry. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  
Bryant, Jennifer.         The Right Word: Roget and His Thesaurus  
The story of shy, young Peter Mark Roget, who grew up loving books and who used his love of words to organize 
ideas and find just the right words to express his thoughts. His lists eventually turned into one of the most 
important reference books of all time, Roget’s Thesaurus. Biography.  
  
Cavanaugh, Nancy.         This Journal Belongs to Ratchet  
Homeschooled by her mechanic-environmentalist father, 11-year-old Rachel "Ratchet" Vance records her efforts to 
make friends, save a park, remember her mother, and find her own definition of "normal." Fiction.  
 
Cheng, Andrea.    The Year of the Book (Anna Wang series)  
This story follows a young Chinese American girl as she navigates relationships with family, friends, and her fourth 
grade classroom and finds a true best friend. Fiction.  
  
Clary, Julian; illus. David Roberts. The Bolds 
“Meet the Bolds: Fred, Amelia, and their children, Bobby and Betty; as nice a suburban family of hyenas posing as 
humans as one could ask for, they should rehabilitate the scavenger's tattered, post-Lion King reputation among 
the younger set…Wildly original and very funny.” Animal fantasy. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Clements, Andrew.         The Map Trap   
Sixth grader Alton Barnes loves maps, and when his portfolio of secret maps is stolen, he begins getting notes with 
orders that he must obey to get the maps back. With the help of a popular classmate, he just might succeed before 
his teacher, principal, or someone else learns that he has been studying and mapping things about them. Fiction.  
 
Cline-Ransome, Lesa.    Benny Goodman and Teddy Wilson: Taking the Stage as the First  
      Black-and-White Jazz Band in History   
This lyrical picture book relates how two musical prodigies from very different backgrounds -- Teddy Wilson, a 
young black boy growing up in Tuskegee, Alabama and Benny Goodman, the son of struggling Russian-Jewish 
immigrants from the West Side of Chicago -- formed the Benny Goodman Trio with Gene Krupa in 1936 and helped 
create the jazz style known as swing. Nonfiction.  
 
Cline-Ransome, Lesa.       My Story, My Dance: Robert Battle’s Journey to Alvin Ailey  
“Only the third person to direct the esteemed and much-loved American dance company, Battle represents a 
strong line that celebrates African-American music, faith, and dance.” Biography. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Coburn, Broughton.                   Triumph on Everest: A Photobiography of Sir Edmund Hillary  
Celebrates the life and achievements of the New Zealand farm boy whose love of snow, mountains, and the 
outdoors culminated in his conquering the highest peak in the world in 1953. Nonfiction.  
  
Collins, Suzanne.          Gregor the Overlander (Underland Chronicles series)  
When eleven-year-old Gregor and his two-year-old sister are pulled into a strange underground world, they trigger 
an epic battle involving men, bats, rats, cockroaches, and spiders while on a quest foretold by ancient prophecy. 
Fiction.  
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Cornille, Didier; illus. Didier Cornille; trans. Yolanda Stern Broad.    Bridges: An Introduction to Ten Great Bridges 
             and Their Designers   (Who Built That? series)  
“Ten bridges that both changed how we get from here to there and stunned us with their design beauty and 
engineering cleverness.“ Nonfiction. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  
Coulombis, Audrey.    Jake  
Jake and his widowed mom have always been fine on their own, but when Jake's mom ends up in the hospital with 
a broken leg, the grandfather Jake barely knows comes to stay and brings his nightmare dog, Max, with him. Fiction.  
 
Coy, John.       Game Changer: John McLendon and the Secret Game   
“A picture-book account of a historic, secret basketball matchup in the Jim Crow South.” Nonfiction. (Kirkus 
Reviews)  
 
Coy, John.           Hoop Genius: How a Desperate Teacher and a Rowdy Gym Class Invented Basketball 
Taking over a rowdy gym class right before winter vacation is not something James Naismith wants to do at all. This 
is the true story of how Naismith invented basketball in 1891 at a school in Springfield, Massachusetts. Nonfiction.  
 
Curtis, Christopher Paul.        The Mighty Miss Malone  
With love and determination befitting the "world's greatest family," 12-year-old Deza Malone, her older brother 
Jimmie, and their parents endure tough times in Gary, Indiana and later in Flint, Michigan during the Great 
Depression. Historical fiction.  
  
D'Aulaire, Ingri and Edgar d’Aulaire. D'Aulaire's Book of Greek Myths 
A classic introduction to the Greek myths.  
  
DiCamillo, Kate.                             Raymie Nightingale 
“Ten-year-old Raymie Clarke of Lister, Florida, has a plan to get her father to come back home…Once again, 
DiCamillo demonstrates the power of simple words in a beautiful and wise tale.” Historical fiction. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  
Draper, Sharon.           Out of My Mind  
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth grader with cerebral palsy who has a 
photographic memory but cannot talk struggles to make herself understood. Fiction.  
 
Durham, Paul.            The Luck Uglies (trilogy)  
Eleven-year-old Rye O’Chanter has witnessed many strange things in the medieval-like town of Village Drowning. A 
terrifying event convinces her that the monstrous, supposedly extinct Bog Noblins have returned, but there is no 
one left to protect the town… or is there? Fantasy.  
  
Fajardo, Alexis.                The Blood-Bound Oath 
"’Beowulf’ reimagined…What Rick Riordan did for the Greek gods, Fajardo has done for 'Beowulf': magnificent.” 
Graphic fantasy. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  
Ferrari, Michael.        Born to Fly  
In 1942, 11-year-old Bird McGill, who longs to be a pilot, and her family try to manage their lives in Rhode Island 
when her father leaves to fight in World War II. When a Japanese American boy joins her class, the students are 
convinced that he and his uncle want the Japanese to win the war. Historical fiction.  
  
Flake, Sharon.    Unstoppable Octobia May  
In 1953, 10-year-old Octobia May lives in her Aunt's boarding house in the south, surrounded by an African 
American community with its own secrets and internal racism. She spends her days wondering whether Mr. 
Davenport in Room 204 is really a vampire or something else entirely. Historical fiction.  
  
 



Floca, Brian.     Moonshot: The Flight of Apollo 11  
“A dizzying, masterful command of visual pacing combines with an acute sense of verbal rhythms to provide a 
glorious account of the Apollo 11 mission…” Informational. (Kirkus Reviews)  
  
Forester, Victoria.             The Girl Who Could Fly  
When homeschooled farm girl Piper McCloud reveals her ability to fly, she is taken to a secret government facility 
to be trained with other exceptional children, but she soon realizes that something is very wrong and begins 
working with brilliant Conrad Harrington III, a powerful politician’s son, to escape. Fantasy.  
 
Foxlee, Karen.               Ophelia and the Marvelous Boy  
Ophelia, a timid 11-year-old girl grieving for her mother, suspends her disbelief in things nonscientific when a boy 
locked in the museum where her father is working asks her to help him complete an age-old mission. Fantasy.  
 
Gill, Lewis.     Wild Wings   
A boy from Scotland and a girl from West Africa join together to save a migrating osprey and end up saving each 
other. Fiction.  
 
Gownley, Jimmy.           The Dumbest Idea Ever  
“The charismatic creator of the Eisner-nominated Amelia Rules! series recounts his beginnings as a cartoonist.” 
Graphic memoir. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Grabenstein, Chris.                Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library (series) 
Twelve-year-old Kyle, staying overnight with other students in the new town library that was designed by famous 
game maker Luigi Lemoncello, finds out the next morning that they must solve puzzles in order to escape. Fiction.  
  
Grabenstein, Chris.         The Island of Dr. Libris  
Spending the summer in a lakeside cabin that belongs to the mysterious Dr. Libris, Billy discovers that a powerful 
imagination can bring to life the characters from novels, comic books, video games, and card games. Fiction.   
 
Green, Michelle Y.    A Strong Right Arm: The Story of Mamie "Peanut" Johnson  
A biography of Washingtonian Mamie Johnson, one of three women who played in the Professional Negro League, 
discusses the challenges she faced as a black woman to make her way into professional baseball. Biography. 
  
Grill, William.     Shackleton’s Journey 
“"A magnificent chronicle by emerging illustrator William Grill, whose affectionate and enchanting colored-pencil 
drawings bring to life the legendary explorer and his historic expedition." (Brainpickings) 
  
Grimes, Nikki.                Words with Wings  
Pairs twenty works of art by African American artists with twenty poems by African American poets. Poetry.  
  
Hale, Nathan.            Big Bad Ironclad! (Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales series)  
“Covers the history of the amazing ironclad steam warships used in the Civil War -- from the ship's inventor, who 
had a history of blowing things up and only 100 days to complete his project, to the mischievous William Cushing, 
who pranked his way through the whole war.” Graphic historical fiction. (Publisher)   
 
Healy, Christopher.    The Hero’s Guide to Saving Your Kingdom  
Four Princes Charming join forces on a farcical quest to defeat an evil plot that could threaten each of their 
kingdoms. Fantasy.  
  
Hopkinson, Deborah.                   Dive! World War II Stories of Sailors & Submarines 
“Hopkinson's writing plumbs the depths in relating the undersea exploits of American submariners during World 
War II.” Nonfiction. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  



Hughes, Langston; illus. Ashley Bryan.    Sail Away  
“Hughes’ pen is paired to Bryan’s sculpting scissors, making a rich, poetic picture book indeed.” Poetry. (Kirkus 
Reviews)  
 
Hunter, Erin.    The Warriors (six subseries)   
Adventurous animal fantasies involving four clans of wild cats.  
 
Jacques, Brian.     Redwall (series)  
Mice, rats, weasels, and rabbits engage in great battles of good and evil. Animal fantasy.  
  
Jacques, Brian.     Redwall: The Graphic Novel 
 
Jamieson, Victoria.           Roller Girl  
“One summer changes everything for two 12-year-old girls whose friendship is tested when their interests—and 
attitudes—diverge.” Graphic fiction. (Kirkus Reviews)  
  
Jones, Kelly.        Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer  
"Through a series of letters, Sophie Brown, age twelve, tells of her family's move to her Great Uncle Jim's farm, 
where she begins taking care of some unusual chickens with help from neighbors and friends." Fantasy. (Publisher)  
 
Kraft, Betsy Harvey.       The Fantastic Ferris Wheel: The Story of Inventor George Ferris  
“Heeding the call to ‘make big plans’ for the 1893 Chicago World's Fair, George Ferris designed—and built—the 
giant observation wheel that now bears his name.” Nonfiction. (Kirkus Reviews)  
  
Krishnaswami, Uma; illus. Julianna Swaney.    Book Uncle and Me 
“When her source of books is threatened, so is 9-year-old Yasmin's goal of reading a book a day ‘forever.’" (Kirkus 
Reviews) 
  
Lai, Thanha.        Inside Out & Back Again  
On the eve of the fall of Saigon in 1975, 10-year-old Kim Hà and her family escape, are trapped at sea and await 
rescue. They settle in Alabama, where everything seems strange to them. Historical fiction/narrative verse. (Kirkus 
Reviews)   

Larson, Kirby.             Duke (and other books in the Dogs of World War II series) 
In 1944 Hobie Hanson's father is flying B-24s in Europe, so Hobie decides to donate his beloved German shepherd, 
Duke, to Dogs for Defense in the hope that he can help end the war sooner. When he learns that Duke is being 
trained for combat, he is shocked, frightened, and determined to get his dog back. Historical fiction.  
 
Lawlor, Laurie.               Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed the World  
A biography of the pioneering environmentalist in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the publication of her 
famous work Silent Spring. Biography. 
 
Levine, Gail Carson; illus. Matthew Cordell. Forgive Me, I Meant to Do It: False Apology Poems  
Inspired by William Carlos Williams’ famous poem "This Is Just to Say," these ironic apology poems imagine how 
tricksters really feel about the mischief they make. Illustrated poems.  
 
Levine, Gail Carson.       Stolen Magic  
“Elodie takes the stage again as a mansioner (actor) and assistant detective when a mystery interrupts her 
homeward journey and imperils her friends in this sequel to A Tale of Two Castles.” Fantasy. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Levy, Dana Alison.             The Misadventures of the Family Fletcher  
Relates the adventures of a family with two fathers, four adopted boys, and a variety of pets as they make their way 
through a school year in Kindergarten through sixth grade and deal with a grumpy new neighbor. Fiction.  



Lin, Grace.               Starry River of the Sky  
“An innkeeper's chore boy discovers that a visitor's stories hold the key to returning the moon to the Starry River of 
the Sky.” Fantasy. (Publisher)  
  
Mafi, Tahereh.                                Furthermore 
“A 12-year-old girl who doesn't fit into her own world embarks on a harrowing quest with a boy she doesn't trust to 
find her missing father… An original new Alice confronts her own wonderland in this smashing fantasy.” Fantasy. 
(Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Markle, Sandra.       The Case of the Vanishing Little Brown Bats: A Scientific Mystery  
“Since 2007, with the first reports of hibernating bats dying in large numbers, scientists have worked from various 
angles to find the cause and cure, racing against the possibility of extinction. As she did for golden frogs and 
honeybees … veteran science educator Markle presents this disturbing disappearance as a mystery.” Nonfiction. 
(Kirkus Reviews)  
 
McManus, Sean.   How to Code in 10 Easy Lessons: Learn How to Design    
     and Code Your Very Own Computer Game  
“A tutorial lesson book on programming in Scratch, along with a Web-design primer.” Nonfiction. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Montgomery, Sy. Chasing Cheetahs: The Race to Save Africa's Fastest Cats (Scientists in the Field series)   
Describes the cheetah's essential role in the ecosystem and the ways in which Namibia's Cheetah Conservation 
Fund promotes cohabitation between cheetahs and farmers. Nonfiction.  
 
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds.  Shiloh (series)  
When Marty finds a lost beagle in the hills behind his West Virginia home, he hides it from his family and the real 
owner, a mean-spirited man known to shoot deer out of season and to mistreat his dogs. Fiction.  
  
Nelson, Vaunda Micheaux. Bad News for Outlaws: The Remarkable Life of Bass Reeves, Deputy U. S. Marshal  
As a U.S. Marshal -- and former slave who escaped to freedom in the Indian Territories in the late 1800’s-- Bass was 
the most feared and respected lawman in the territories for three decades. Biography.  
 
Nelson, Vaunda Micheaux.  The Book Itch: Freedom, Truth, and Harlem’s Greatest Bookstore  
This is a tribute from the bookstore owner’s son (who is also the author’s relative) to Lewis Michaux and to the 
landmark National Memorial African Bookstore that he founded in Harlem in the 1930s. Biography.   
 
Nobleman, Marc Tyler.       Bill the Boy Wonder: The Secret Co-Creator of Batman  
A struggling writer named Bill Finger helped to invent Batman, but he worked in obscurity and was acknowledged 
only after his death. Graphic biography.  
 
Nobleman, Marc Tyler.   Boys of Steel: The Creators of Superman  
Chronicles the lives of Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster as teenagers and as creators of Superman. Biography.  
  
Orgill, Roxane; illus. Francis Vallejo.        Jazz Day: The Making of a Famous Photograph 
“In 21 poems, Orgill introduces Art Kane's iconic 1958 Harlem photograph to young readers, spotlighting many of 
the 57 jazz musicians pictured.” Poetry. (Kirkus Reviews) 
 
Paratore, Coleen Murtagh.    Sunny Holiday  
“Unhappy that January is so dark and boring, fourth-grader Sunny hopes to invent a new holiday—a Kid’s Day 
halfway between Christmas and Valentine’s Day—and to get the mayor to proclaim it.” Fiction. (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Paratore, Coleen Murtagh.       Sweet and Sunny 
“In this sequel to Sunny Holiday (Scholastic, 2009), the strong, upbeat fourth grader continues to promote the idea 
of a Kid's Day, speak her mind, and solve her own problems.” Fiction. (School Library Journal) 
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 Parr, Marie.       Adventures with Waffles  
“In this delightful Norwegian import, two friends, a boy nicknamed Trille and his best friend, Lena, get into some 
harassing, frequently hilarious, and, sometimes, injury-inducing escapades over the course of a year. Narrated by 
Trille in a realistically childlike, first-person voice, the novel is fresh and fast-paced.” Fiction. (School Library Journal)  
 
Perkins, Mitali.       Tiger Boy  
“When a Bengali boy finds and saves a tiger cub from a man who wants to sell her on the black market, he realizes 
that the schoolwork he resents could lead to a career protecting his beloved Sunderbans island home.” Fiction. 
(Kirkus Reviews)  
   
Pinkney, Andrea Davis.   Martin & Mahalia: His Words, Her Song  
“A well-illustrated and meticulously researched story of the inextricably intertwined lives of two important African- 
American historical figures.” Nonfiction. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Pizzoli, Greg.         Tricky Vic ....The Impossibly True Story of the Man Who Sold the Eiffel Tower  
"An appealingly colorful, deadpan account of a remarkably audacious and creative criminal.” Biography.  

(Kirkus Reviews)  
  
Powell, Patricia Hruby.             Josephine: The Dazzling Life of Josephine Baker  
This book paints a portrait of the passionate performer and civil rights advocate Josephine Baker, the woman who 
worked her way from the slums of St. Louis to the grandest stages in the world. Poetry/biography.  
 
Prineas, Sarah.                       The Magic Thief (series) 
“In a city that runs on a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into a life of wizardry and adventure.” 
Fantasy. (Publisher)  
 
Raczka, Bob.         Wet Cement: A Mix of Concrete Poems  
“Readers may never look at concrete, or shaped, poetry in the same way again.” Poetry. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Rappaport, Doreen.       Frederick's Journey: The Life of Frederick Douglass  
“Skillfully weaving together her concise narration with Douglass’ own writings, Rappaport has fashioned an 
accessible, even riveting biography of the great 19th-century American.” Biography. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Reich, Susanna.       Fab Four Friends: The Boys Who Became the Beatles    
"This is the story of how four ordinary boys, growing up amid the rubble of postwar England, found music to be a 
powerful, even life-saving, force. This is the story of the four fabulous friends who became the bestselling band in 
history." Biography. (Publisher)  
  
Rhuday-Perkovich, Olugbemisola and Audrey Vernick.      Two Naomis 
“Two girls named Naomi build an unlikely friendship after their parents begin dating each other.” Fiction. (Kirkus 
Reviews) 
 
Rockcliff, Mara.       Mesmerized: How Ben Franklin Solved a Mystery that Baffled All of France  
“Louis XVI commissioned a study when he became concerned about the number of complaints he was hearing from  
French doctors about a German—Dr. Franz Mesmer—who seemed to wield a powerful, mysterious method of 
healing.” Nonfiction. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Rowling, JK.     Harry Potter series 
Seven novels about a young wizard and his friends at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Fantasy. 
  
Ruurs, Margriet; illus. Nizar Ali Badr; trans. Falah Raheem. Stepping Stones: A Refugee Family's Journey 
"An astonishing book that allows the humanity of refugees to speak louder than politics and introduces readers to 
one of Syria's incredible artists." (Kirkus Reviews)  



 Sanna, Francesca.   The Journey 
“A timely, powerful picture book about refugees.” (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Scieszka, Jon.            Frank Einstein and the Antimatter Motor (Frank Einstein series)  
“In his Grandpa Al's garage workshop, child genius Frank Einstein tries to invent a robot that can learn on its own, 
and after an accident brings wisecracking Klink and overly expressive Klank to life, they set about helping Frank 
perfect his Antimatter Motor until his arch nemesis, T. Edison, steals the robots for his doomsday plan.” Science 
fiction/humor. (Publisher)  
 
Scieszka, Jon, ed.    Guys Read series    
Tales, stories, and essays to engage even the most reluctant reader. Choose from True Stories, Funny Business, 
Thriller, The Sports Pages, Other Worlds, and Terrifying Tales.  
 
Selfors, Suzanne.               The Lonely Lake Monster (Imaginary Veterinary series)  
“Ten year olds Pearl and Ben encounter otherworldly animals, including a lake monster, during their first official day 
as apprentices to Dr. Woo, a veterinarian for imaginary creatures.” Fantasy. (Publisher)  
 
Selfors, Suzanne.               Smells Like Treasure (Smells Like Dog series)  
“Farm boy Homer Pudding receives a mysterious note emblazoned with the letters L.O.S.T. and knows that it is time 
to meet the society of Legends, Objects, Secrets, and Treasures, take his Uncle's place, and hunt for treasure.” 
Adventure. (Publisher)  
 
Selznick, Brian.      The Invention of Hugo Cabret  
“… employs what can easily be called cinematic techniques, melding text and illustration to tell the story of an 
orphan who lives by his wits in a Paris train station in the 1930s. … Hugo’s obsession with trying to reconstruct a 
mechanical man that is his only link to his father brings him into contact with the old man whose mechanical toys 
mysteriously provide Hugo with the parts he needs.” (The Los Angeles Times) 
 
Selznick, Brian.      Wonderstruck  
“As in Hugo Cabret, artwork tells much of the story, two independent threads of visual and prose narrative weaving 
in and out, eventually coming together as the protagonists meet and their stories join. Young Ben’s prose narrative 
begins in 1977, at Gunflint Lake, Minnesota, and young Rose’s visual narrative begins in 1927, in Hoboken, New 
Jersey. … Ben’s mother has died, and his journey takes him to New York City in search of the father he never knew. 
Rose is deaf and her parents are protective, but she, too, is lured by the big city.” (bookpage.com) 
  
Shane, Wendy Wan-Long.   The Great Wall of Lucy Wu  
“Eleven-year-old aspiring basketball star and interior designer Lucy Wu is excited about finally having her own 
bedroom, until she learns that her great-aunt is coming to visit and Lucy will have to share a room with her for 
several months, shattering her plans for a perfect sixth grade year.” Fiction. (Publisher)  
 
Shurtliff, Liesl.          Rump: The True Story of Rumpelstiltskin  
This fractured fairy tale describes Rumpelstiltskin's childhood and youth and explains why his name is so important, 
how he is able to spin straw into gold at age 12, and why a first-born child is his reward for helping the miller's 
daughter-turned-queen. Fantasy.  
 
Smith, Charles Jr.       28 Days: Moments in Black History That Changed the World 
“Three pivotal Supreme Court cases, one amendment, and 25 great men and women make for memorable entries.” 
Informational/poetry. (Kirkus Reviews)  
  
Telgemeier, Raina.          Sisters  
A graphic memoir about two bickering sisters on a family road trip.   
 
 



Tonatiuh, Duncan.       Funny Bones: Posada and His Day of the Dead Calaveras  
“Tonatiuh's Mixtec-influenced illustrations make an apt complement to this picture-book biography of one of 
Mexico's most beloved artists, José Guadalupe Posada.” Biography. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Tonatiuh, Duncan.             Separate Is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez and Her Family’s Fight for 
Desegregation  
A decade before the landmark Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court ruling, the family of an eight-year-old 
girl – an American citizen -- of Mexican and Puerto Rican heritage who was not allowed to attend a “Whites only” 
school filed a lawsuit and helped to end segregated education in California. Nonfiction.  
 
Turnage, Sheila.       Three Times Lucky; The Ghosts of Tupelo Landing; The Odds of Getting Even  
In this mystery trilogy set in tiny Tupelo Landing, North Carolina, Mo LoBeau – who was washed ashore as a baby – 
and her best friend Dale solve mysteries involving a murder charge against the amnesiac Colonel, the identity of a 
ghost inhabiting a haunted inn, and the involvement of Dale’s father in a kidnapping. Mystery.  
 
Valério, Geraldo.       My Book of Birds  
"Geraldo Valério is an artist who loves birds, from majestic golden eagles and snowy owls to brilliant cardinals and 
jays to the tiniest of hummingbirds. Here he presents his favorites, with collage illustrations and brief descriptions 
that highlight facts about each one." Nonfiction. (Publisher)  
 
Viorst, Judith. What Are You Glad About? What Are You Mad About? Poems for When a Person Needs a Poem   
“The title of Viorst’s latest collection of poetry for children provides an open invitation for readers not only to 
ponder feelings in general, but to examine their reactions to the assembled poems as well.” Poetry. (Kirkus 
Reviews)  
  
Weatherford, Carole Boston; illus. Jeffery Boston Weatherford.    You Can Fly: The Tuskegee Airmen 
"The story of the struggles and achievements of the Tuskegee Airmen is told in vivid informational poetry…A 
masterful, inspiring evocation of an era." Poetry. (Kirkus Reviews) 
  
Weeks, Sarah and Gita Varadarijan. Save Me a Seat 
“Joe and Ravi don't think they have anything in common--but soon enough they have a common enemy (the 
biggest bully in their class) and a common mission: to take control of their lives over the course of a single crazy 
week.” (Scholastic Press) 
  
Wells, Rosemary.           On the Blue Comet   
The stock market crash of 1929 changes 11-year-old Oscar Ogilvie’s life forever. His father has to sell their cherished 
model trains and leave to find work, and Oscar witnesses a crime and is catapulted onto an incredible train journey 
through time and space. Historical fiction/time travel.  
 
White, E. B.     Charlotte’s Web  
When he discovers that he will be the farmer's Christmas dinner, Wilbur the pig is desolate until his spider friend, 
Charlotte, decides to help him. Animal fantasy.  
 
White, E. B.            Stuart Little  
The debonair mouse Stuart Little, born to a family of humans in New York City, loves exciting experiences. His 
greatest adventure involves the search for his best friend, a beautiful bird named Margalo. Animal fantasy.  
 
Williams-Garcia, Rita.       One Crazy Summer; P.S. Be Eleven; Gone Crazy in Alabama  
In this historical fiction trilogy, three African American sisters spend the summer of 1968 in Oakland, California with 
their mother and the Black Panthers, return home to Brooklyn to find changes large and small, and travel to the 
rural South to visit their grandmother. Historical fiction.  
 
 



Woodson, Jacqueline.         Brown Girl Dreaming  
The author tells the story of her childhood in vivid poems. Her focus is on what it was like to grow up as an African 
American in the 1960s and 1970s, her growing awareness of the Civil Rights movement, and her joy at finding her 
voice through writing stories, despite the fact that she struggled with reading as a child. Memoir/poetry.  
 
Yang, Gene Luen.       Secret Coders (series) 
"Hopper's first day at Stately Academy goes terribly until her ‘7’-shaped earrings trigger a code in a robot bird, 
commanding it to display three eyes.” Graphic mystery. (Kirkus Reviews)  
 
Yep, Laurence and Joanne Ryder.     A Dragon’s Guide to the Care and Feeding of Humans (Dragon’s Guide series)  
This is the first book in a comical series narrated by a curmudgeonly 3,000-year-old dragon who introduces a 
curious 10 year old to the hidden magical world in San Francisco. Fantasy.  
 
Yep, Laurence and Joanne Ryder. A Dragon’s Guide to Making Your Human Smarter (Dragon’s Guide series)  
“The saga of Miss Drake, a dragon living in San Francisco, continues as she tries to train her pet human in the ways 
of magic.” Fantasy. (Kirkus Reviews)  
  
Yolen, Jane and Rebecca Kai Dotlich.  Grumbles from the Forest: Fairy-Tale Voices with a Twist  
“Yolen and Dotlich have taken 15 well-known fairy tales (‘Cinderella,’ ‘Snow White,’ ‘Jack and the Beanstalk,’ etc.) 
and written two short poems in various formats spoken from the point of view of a character. …   
The poets invite and may well entice readers to write their own fairy-tale poems.” Poetry/fairy tales. (Kirkus 
Reviews)  
 


